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This review summarizes results of an interdisciplinary project devoted to improve the access to enantiopure
components by applying an advanced continuous separation process exploiting the principle of kinetically
controlled preferential crystallization within two coupled fluidized beds located in conically shaped tubular
crystallizers. The process efficiently combines selective crystallization with integrated product classification.
Along with summarizing the related literature, new original results are presented with respect to theoretical
process description and experimental validation. Although only one chiral system is considered specifically,
namely the separation of the enantiomers of a racemic mixture of asparagine monohydrate using water as sol
vent, general conclusions will be drawn to highlight the large potential of the process principle. The conceptual
approaches presented are seen as useful tools for the development of productive continuously operating enan
tioselective crystallization processes. They are applicable to separate enantiomers of numerous chiral molecules.

1. Introduction: chirality and enantiomers
Enantiomers are pairs of optically active stereoisomers, which are
non-superimposable mirror images of each other. They can exist as
levorotatory (− ) and dextrorotatory (+) molecules and are denominated
as D and L or (R) and (S) [1]. For amino acids the classical D/L notation
is widely used. In living organisms L-amino acids clearly predominate
over the D-ones, a fact not fully fathomed up to now [2,3]. In the life
science industries, manufacturing pharmaceuticals, food and agro
chemicals there is a large interest to produce single enantiomers [4–7].
Regulators increasingly demand that chiral drugs are administered in
optically pure form. This has intensified efforts of industrial and aca
demic research devoted to develop techniques, which are capable to
produce pure enantiomers.
The approaches applied to supply pure enantiomers of chiral mole
cules can be divided into two groups: A) the chiral approach based on
developing an asymmetric synthesis of only the desired enantiomer and B)
the racemic approach based on separating mixtures of both enantiomers

[8].
In the last decades remarkable progress has been achieved in the
field of asymmetric synthesis [9–11]. An overview regarding the status
of separating enantiomers was given in 2014 [8]. In this broader ori
ented review was summarized the significant progress achieved in the
last decades in applying chromatographic [12,13] and crystallization
based techniques. Only the second racemic approach will be considered
below.
In the next section crystallization-based resolution methods will be
introduced focusing on exploiting the attractive concept of preferential
crystallization, which possesses significant potential to be applied in
efficient continuous enantioseparation processes.
2. Crystallization as a separation process
Crystallization is an important technology for separation, purifica
tion and formulation in the chemical industry. It is used for both large
scale production, for example to provide inorganic salts for fertilizers
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produced in million tons per year, and for the production of pharma
ceuticals, which are often required only at a few kg scale [14–16]. The
essential step is the transition of a single substance or of several sub
stances from gaseous, liquid (or dissolved) or amorphous solid state to
the crystalline state. It is particularly important as a thermal separation
process for producing compounds in a pure state from solutions, melts or
a gaseous phase. A saturated solution is in thermodynamic equilibrium
with the equilibrium solid phase at a specified temperature (and pres
sure). To achieve a required supersaturation cooling, solvent evapora
tion or vacuum can be applied, respectively. Further techniques used in
industrial processes are drowning-out crystallization utilizing an antisolvent and reactive crystallization, as for example precipitation [16].
Crystallization techniques are of key importance in the Life Science
industries [17]. Because the crystal lattice is very sensitive to small
changes in molecular structure of compounds, crystallization facilitates
achieving high purities. Furthermore, crystallization allows providing
desired product properties as particle size distributions, crystal shapes
and the right forms of the solid state. If the target substance is stable at
its melting temperature, crystallization can be performed directly from
the melt. Otherwise, suitable solvents (or solvent mixtures) can be
applied and crystallization is carried out from solution. It should be
mentioned that crystallization from the vapor phase is feasible as well
[15].
From an operational point of view crystallization processes can be
realized batch-wise or continuously [15–18]. The decision which oper
ation mode is the optimal one for a certain separation problem depends
on a number of substance and process related parameters and on eco
nomic and environmental considerations. However, the most important
information initially required are thermodynamic functions describing
the phase equilibria characteristic for the specific separation problem
[19].
To resolve enantiomers by selective crystallization typically batch
crystallization is applied [20]. This flexible mode of operation is
straightforward regarding process design and from an operational point
of view. Multi-purpose and multi-product batch plants are standard in
the life-science industries for the production of pharmaceuticals, flavors
and fragrances, food additives and agrochemicals. However, due to
possible higher productivities and more constant product qualities,
currently continuous process variants are increasingly in the focus of
intensive research activities. Numerous process concepts to realize
continuous selective crystallization were developed [20–27]. Due to the
larger complexity, often more equipment is required and the plants are
usually dedicated just to one specific separation problem. Hence, it has
to be evaluated for each task specifically, if the larger investment costs
related to continuous operation are compensated by possible improve
ments in process performance.
The simplest continuously operating crystallization process concept
exploits stirred tanks, which are described in analogy to the CSTR
principle applied in Chemical Reaction Engineering by the Mixed Sus
pension Mixed Product Removal (MSMPR) approach [15,23]. It is well
known, that the unavoidable broad crystal size distributions produced in
mixed vessels require often a subsequent classification unit to provide
crystals in a narrower size range. For this reason, there is large interest in
developing and applying alternative continuous process principles.
Suitable criteria, which are capable to quantify and compare the
performance of both batch-wise or continuously operated crystallization
processes devoted to provide out of a mixture a specific target compo
nent i are the productivity, Pri , and the yield, Yi . Evaluating the fed and
harvested masses, mi,feed and mi , these quantities can be defined as fol
lows for a batch process occupying the facilities with a volume, Vtotal , for
a time period, ΔtBatch :
Pri =

mi
ΔtBatch *Vtotal

Yi =

mi
*100%
mi,feed

(2)

Similarly, in a continuously operated process which has reached its
steady state the incoming and outgoing mass flows, ṁi,feed and ṁi , need to
be evaluated to quantify the performance:
Pr =

ṁi
Vtotal

(3)

Yi =

ṁi
*100%
ṁi,feed

(4)

i

Further performance criteria will be introduced in Section 3, which
discusses more specific product properties.
2.1. Enantioselective preferential crystallization
Preferential crystallization is a method for direct crystallization of a
single enantiomer out of a racemic solution. It is applicable in cases,
where the chiral molecules crystallize as a conglomerate. In a
conglomerate the two enantiomers are in the solid phase just mechanical
mixtures, i.e. they crystallize as separate enantiopure crystals. Only such
cases are in the focus of this article. Preferential crystallization is an
attractive approach that allows for direct crystallization of the desired
enantiomer without the need for any chiral auxiliary, which is typically
required for resolving components exhibiting other types of phase
equilibria. It is a kinetically controlled separation process which exploits
different crystallization rates of both enantiomers in the presence of
homochiral seed crystals. After seeding a racemic solution, the seeded
enantiomer selectively crystallizes for a certain period. However, ac
cording to the increasing portion of the counter-enantiomer remaining
in solution, at a certain time it will inevitably nucleate and contaminate
the resolved product crystals. Under equilibrium conditions the crys
tallized product would be racemic as the initial feed solution [28,29].
Entrainment processes exploiting preferential crystallization are usually
applied for smaller scales in the conventional batch mode. To enhance
the performance of the “classical” isothermal process, different inno
vative preferential crystallization variants have been suggested in the
past. They involve, amongst others, polythermal and auto-seeding
strategies and alternative reactor concepts [8,22,30]. Various alterna
tive process variants were investigated recently. “Coupled Preferential
Crystallization (CPC)” [31,32] and “Coupled Preferential Crystallization
and Selective Dissolution (CPCD)” [33,34] were developed to prevent
undesired nucleation of the counter-enantiomer via keeping the
composition of the initial solutions racemic during the entire crystalli
zation process. Processes coupling two crystallizers increase the driving
force for desired growth and reduces the driving force for unwanted
nucleation, which allows for higher productivities and yields combined
with an increased process robustness [22].
So-called “Simultaneous Crystallization (SC)” is an attractive option
for application in larger scales. It implies the simultaneous crystalliza
tion of both enantiomers from solutions, which are, although spatially
separated, in controlled connection to maintain racemic liquid phase
composition. This process can be performed in batch and continuous
modes and has been industrially realized, for example, for the produc
tion of (-)-menthol (Haarmann & Reimer) and an L-α-methyldopa in
termediate (Merck). Various continuous enantioseparation processes
utilizing different configurations of stirred tanks, tubes and fluidized bed
systems have been recently described [35], reviewed [36], compared
[37] and evaluated with respect to the purity control [38]. The appli
cation of fluidized bed crystallizers was highlighted [38] as well as the
integration of continuous seed crystal provision to achieve stable steady
state operation [35]. The fluidized bed crystallization process combines
beneficial features as the size classification, a selective fines removal, a
long residence time of the solid product and a short and narrow
distributed residence time of the liquid phase. These features are

(1)
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both an extension of the set-up and a modification of the operating
regime together with new theoretical and experimental results. A spe
cific separation problem will be considered as a model system.
An illustration of the principle and the main features of the set-up is
illustrated in Fig. 1. A racemic solution, saturated at a specific temper
ature, is provided in a feed tank. Crystal-free liquid phase is withdrawn
from there and transported continuously via gear pumps in equal
amounts through the two columns from the bottom to the top. The
columns, which are connected via redirecting their upper outlets back
into the feed tank, consist of a conical section in the lower part (up to H1 )
and a cylindrical section in the upper part (length H2 ). Thus, a liquid
phase velocity profile will be develop over the height of the conical
section. Hence, present crystals in this range settle downwards or are
dragged upwards according to their mass in relation to the buoyancy
and the drag force. At a product outlet position, which is located in the
conical section (at position HProd ), crystals of a specific size can be
harvested. Hence, the size distribution of these product crystals is quite
narrow and can be adjusted e.g. via the volumetric feed flowrate. Due to
the low risk of attrition in this type of fluidized bed and the size clas
sifying effect, it can be expected that the crystalline product will be
characterized by a low fraction of fines.
The driving force required for crystallization can be provided by
cooling the crystallizer jackets to a suitable temperature. Preferential
crystallization can be initiated by seeding each column one time from
the top with a certain amount of one of the pure enantiomers. The
seeded enantiomer is subsequently selectively removed from the liquid
phase due to growth of the solid phase. Hence, the liquid phase
composition becomes gradually non-racemic and the probability of
nucleation of the unseeded enantiomer increases during the progressing
process. However, the risk of product contamination due to nucleation
of the respective antipode is rather low since nuclei and small particles
follow the liquid stream and are transported to the top and then out of
the crystallizers back to the feed tank. There these nuclei will dissolve
again. The potential for nuclei removal, together with the narrow resi
dence time distribution of the liquid phase, improves the robustness of
the process. Due to the simultaneous operation of two columns, both
oppositely depleted, non-racemic liquid streams can be collected
together in the feed tank. This counter-balances the composition
occurring in the two crystallizers. Hence, higher supersaturations can be
applied compared to uncoupled variants of preferential crystallization.
To maintain long (continuous) operation, eventually solid racemic
excess material needs to be added to a feed tank of finite volume.
After the process is initialized as described by seeding and if suitable
flowrate conditions are chosen, the growing crystals will tend to move
towards the bottom of the crystallizer or they are removed at the product
outlet. In order to counter-balance the loss of solid phase via the product
outlet, the largest crystals at the bottom are utilized for continuous
seeding. These crystals are removed out of the crystallizer and are
transported via peristaltic pumps in a bypass stream through high-speed
dispersers which serve as mills (mill, Fig. 1). The resulting suspension,
which contains generated particle fragments, is merged with the feed
stream at the end of the bypass loop and reenters the crystallizers at the
bottom again. The milled smaller particles follow the liquid stream
upwards through the crystal bed where they serve as new seed material.
If the growing seed crystals have sufficient time to reach a certain crystal
size, they will remain in the crystallizer and sediment at the top of the
crystal bed instead of being discharged with the liquid stream. Thus, the
growth of the crystal bed progresses.
The product removal can be realized continuously or periodically.
Due to the rather low liquid phase velocities and also related to the
limited size of the plant utilized, a periodic product withdrawal strategy
was developed [50] and studied in more detail in this work. Hereby,
periodic product withdrawal was realized exploiting two photo sensors
(S1 and S2, Fig. 1) installed in each of the two crystallizers following
concepts available in literature [51] and already successfully tested in
[50]. When the upper light beam is interrupted by the growing crystal

Fig. 1. Scheme of a set-up applicable for carrying out preferential crystalliza
tion in two coupled fluidized bed crystallizers to separate the two enantiomers
(D and L) of a racemic (50:50) mixture introduced continuously from a feed
tank. Periodic product removal is realized at each crystallizer using solenoid
valves triggered by moveable photo sensors (S1 and S2). Crystallizer geometry
and characteristic positions are designated in accordance with the process
model introduced in Section 5.

essential for realizing a robust process for continuous enantioseparation
with additionally integrated product classification. Thus, this way of
performing enantioselective crystallization possesses unique advantages
and is for this reason the subject of our research work reported in this
article.
The benefits of using preferential crystallization were successfully
demonstrated by resolving racemic calcium pantothenate and an
industrially required resolving agent in both laboratory and industrial
scales (35 L and 3000 L) [39,40]. More examples and information
regarding the application of preferential crystallization can be found e.g.
in [8,28,29].
A comprehensive summary of performance assessments reported in
the literature related to continuous crystallization processes in general
and applied to resolve racemic conglomerates was given recently in
[41]. For the productivity (Eqs. (1) and (3)) of providing pure enan
tiomers from racemic mixtures a currently achievable productivity
maximum of Prmax ≈ 20g/L/h was reported, which below will serve as a
benchmark.
3. Principle of an enantioselective fluidized bed crystallization
process
There is a large number of crystallization processes available and
documented in the literature based on creating particles in fluidized
beds. Different process principles, application examples and further
references are reported. A comprehensive review is beyond the scope of
this paper. Excellent instructive examples applied for wastewater
treatment are given in [42–44]. Selecting from the vast literature
describing precipitation and purification of inorganic salts using fluid
ized beds we refer exemplarily to [45,46].
The specific principle of the fluidized bed crystallization process
described and investigated in this paper is capable to selectively crys
tallize both enantiomers of a chiral molecule out of racemic solutions in
two spatially separated but connected tubular crystallizers. The concept
was highlighted in [35] and discussed more recently in [22]. Results of
own preliminary work, exploiting earlier variants of an experimental
set-up introduced below are described in [47–49]. Here we will present
3
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Fig. 2. Solubilities as a function of temperature in the ternary L-Asn⋅H2O/D-Asn⋅H2O/water system (wt%) (left). Growth kinetics of L-Asn⋅H2O seed crystals from
racemic and pure L-Asn solutions as functions of supersaturation, S, and temperature, T (right). (Figures adapted from [55] with permission of copyright).

bed the upper photo sensor (S1) triggers opening of the solenoid product
valve. The product crystals located above the product outlet are with
drawn now with the surrounding liquid phase. Closing of the solenoid
valve is triggered again by the lower photo sensor (S2) when the lower
light beam can pass again. In this way a periodic operation can be
realized automatically.
The essential adjustable operation parameters of the described pro
cess are the supersaturation, the crystallization temperature and the
volumetric feed flowrate. The influences of these three parameters on
the continuous enantioseparation were already evaluated in a pre
liminary experimental study [50]. A further degree of freedom is given
by options for the periodic product withdrawal. In particular, the
maximum height of the fluidized bed can be altered by varying the
position of the upper sensor (hS , Fig. 1). Adjusting the distance (ΔhS )
between the upper (S1) and the lower (S2) sensors enables controlling
the volume which is withdrawn in each cycle at the product outlet
(VProd ).

weighted mean crystal size
∫∞
∫∞
n(l)⋅m(l)⋅l⋅dl
l⋅q3 (l)⋅dl
=
L3 = ∫l=0
∞
n(l)⋅m(l)⋅dl
l=0
and the standard deviation
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
√ ∫∞
√
√
sL,3 = √
(l − L3 )2 ⋅q3 (l)⋅dl.

Sieve analysis can be exploited to determine the above quantities
experimentally. Hereby the crystals can be grouped in N size classes,
each containing crystals of size Lk ± ΔL2 k , k = 1, …, N. The size distri
bution, q3 (L), the mean crystal size, L3, and the standard deviation, sL,3 ,
can be approximately determined using
q3 (Lk ) ≈

ΔQ3,k
ΔLk

(9)

N
∑

The productivity, Pr (Eq. (3)) can be calculated based on the crystal
mass of each withdrawal step, mi , the time window between two with
drawal steps, Δt (cycle time), and the volume of the specific crystallizer.
Similarly, the yield, Y (Eq. (4)) can be calculated considering also the
exploitable amount of enantiomer fed during this cycle time.
Besides considering productivity and yield, the collected solid
product can be characterized by determining distributions of product
crystal properties. A standard way is to describe the crystal population
by a number density function, n(L), which gives the number of crystals
of a characteristic size, L, per volume per size (in general,n may depend
on further variables like time and space coordinates; for the sake of a
simple notation, this is ignored here for the moment). Number density
functions are convenient quantities for modeling purposes and will be
used within the process model introduced in Section 5. The cumulative
mass (or volume) related size distribution
∫L
n(l)⋅m(l)⋅dl
Q3 (L) = ∫l=0
(5)
∞
n(l)⋅m(l)⋅dl
l=0

L3 ≈

(10)

Lk ⋅ΔQ3,k
k=1

sL,3

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
√ N
√∑
≈√
(Lk − L3 )2 ⋅ΔQ3,k

(11)

k=1

(
)
(
with the mass fraction ΔQ3,k = Q3 Lk + ΔL2 k − Q3 Lk −

)
ΔLk
2

.

4. Chiral system investigated and crystallization-related
properties
To demonstrate and evaluate the fluidized bed separation process
introduced above experimental investigations were performed with the
chiral amino acid asparagine (C4H8N2O3, abbreviated as Asn, molar
mass (anhydrous) Manhydr. = 132.12g/mol) and water as solvent. L-Asn is
a nonessential proteinogenic amino acid, which is applied to treat low
blood pressure, kidney problems, or liver damage. Asparagine crystal
lizes from aqueous solutions as a monohydrate (molar mass Mhydr. =
150.13g/mol) forming in the solid phase a conglomerate [48]. DL-, Land D-Asn⋅H2O were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Purity >99%) and
were used without further treatment. The solvent for the crystallization
studies was deionized water using a milli-Q system (Merck Millipore,
Milli-Q Advantage).
The following thermodynamic properties characterize the two pha
ses present during the crystallization process:

gives the mass of crystals with size L or smaller in relation to the total
crystal mass, m(L), being the mass of a crystal with size L. The derivative
of Q3 (L),
dQ3
n(L)⋅m(L)
,
(L) = ∫ ∞
dL
n(l)⋅m(l)⋅dl
l=0

(8)

l=0

3.1. Further performance parameters

q3 (L) =

(7)

l=0

(6)

is a measure for the mass fraction of crystals of size L. Two characteristic
parameters of the distribution used in the following are the mass
4
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Heat capacity of the solid phase at 24 ◦ C [52]:

5.1. Objective and model assumptions

cp solid = 1372Jkg− 1 K− 1
Average heat capacity of the aqueous solution:
cp liquid = 4180Jkg

− 1

The described coupled continuous crystallization process has many
degrees of freedom for process design. Due to the rather small operation
window, the free operation and design parameters have to be chosen
with care. Process design and optimization based on experimental
studies alone would hardly be feasible. Instead, a process model is
needed that, on the one hand, is sufficiently detailed to capture the ef
fects of all relevant design parameters. On the other hand, the numerical
effort needed to solve and optimize the model equations should not be
too high. Models, which offer a reasonable compromise between these
conflicting objectives, have been published in [47,56–59]. It could be
shown that these models describe the interaction between crystal
growth, particle transport, and fluid dynamics in the isothermal case
with reasonable accuracy. The process model presented in the following
is based on [57,59] and refines several aspects of the existing models.
The model distinguishes between the L-and the D-enantiomer. This al
lows to evaluate not only the productivity but also the purity of the
withdrawn product. It is well known that crystallization kinetics
crucially depend on the temperature [15]. Thus, following [60], the
extended model accounts for this by adding besides the mass balances an
additional energy balance equation.
The process model is based on the following main assumptions (for
further details, see [59]). The crystal population is described by a
number density function that depends on a single space coordinate h in

− 1

K

Density of the solid phase at ambient temperature [47]:
ρsolid = 1540kgm− 3
Average density of the liquid phase (own measurement):
ρliquid = 1010kgm− 3
Solubility and metastable zone width of the chiral molecules in water
have been measured previously and are reported in [53]. Extending this
study, a detailed investigation of the crystallization kinetics of the LAsn⋅H2O from both aqueous L-Asn⋅H2O and DL-Asn⋅H2O solutions has
been carried out. The results related to quantifying the crystal growth
are based on the method described in [54] and were summarized in
[55].
The left side of Fig. 2 shows the ternary solubility phase diagram of Land D-Asn⋅H2O in water covering a temperature region of 15 to 45 ◦ C.
The solubilities increase with increasing temperature while the “doublesolubility rule” applies, which means that the solubility of the racemate
nearly doubles the one of the pure enantiomers.
The saturation concentrations expressed as mass fractions of LAsn⋅H2O and D-Asn⋅H2O, xsat,i , can be determined for a given tempera
ture, T (in K), and mass fraction of the solvent, xsolvent , using Eq. (12)
[55].

xsat,i = 0.0104 + 1.058∙10− 4 ∙(T − 273.15) + 2.443∙10− 5 ∙(T − 273.15)2 + 0.0312

xj
xsolvent
(12)

i = D-Asn⋅H2O, L-Asn⋅H2O and j = L-Asn⋅H2O, D-Asn⋅H2O (j ∕
= i), T in K

direction of the liquid flow, a single property coordinate L representing a
characteristic crystal size, and on time t. Plug flow conditions are
assumed for the liquid. The particle velocity, which differs from the
liquid velocity, is described by the classical model by Richardson and
Zaki [61], using a sphericity parameter φ [47] for the discrepancy be
tween the movement of the crystals in the liquid and the movement of
spherical particles with the same volume. Similar to [62], the proposed
model considers a perfectly symmetric system in terms of crystal for
mation mechanisms and their rates. The only asymmetry between the
two enantiomers comes from the initial conditions. Crystal growth is
modeled by experimentally validated kinetics [55]. Nucleation kinetics
of a similar structure as the growth kinetics are assumed in order to
assess the purity of the product. Instead of assuming a constant product
flowrate as in [59], the pulse-wise periodic withdrawal of product
crystals is modeled. As a simple model of the disperser, we use a stan
dard population balance model with breakage, similar to the model of a
screen mill described in [63]. Other models which describe milling
processes can be found in [64].
A challenging aspect is the modeling of the described pulse-wise
product withdrawal. The objective here is to find a simple, yet suffi
ciently precise description for taking a segment of the fluid periodically
out of the crystallizer. At first, the triggering of the upper photo sensor
(S1, Fig. 1) has to be modeled. It is assumed that the product withdrawal
is initiated by the volume fraction of the liquid phase (Eq. (A.9)) at the
sensor position hs falling below a pre-specified value ∊desired . The sensi
tivity of the modeled sensor can be adjusted by varying the parameter
∊desired . The next step is to describe the withdrawal of the suspension
segment. In the model, this is assumed to happen instantaneously, i.e.
the suspension located within Δhp above the product outlet, HProd , is
taken out and forms the harvested product. The removed volume of Δhp
is equal the volume between both sensors, ΔhS .The suspension above

From the temperature dependence of the solubilities the weight
based crystallization enthalpy can be estimated by applying the equa
tion of Schröder-Van Laar [28] to be ΔHcryst = − 229kJkg− 1 .
The determined growth kinetics of L-Asn⋅H2O from aqueous L-Asn
and DL-Asn solutions are shown in Fig. 2 (right). Whereas for solubility
equilibria almost ideal solution behavior of the enantiomers in water is
observed, the crystal growth kinetics reveal a significant difference, if
the counter enantiomer is present. The growth rates in enantiopure so
lution exceed those in racemic solution over the entire region of su
persaturations and crystallization temperatures studied. The growth
rate, Gi , for a given supersaturation, Si = xi /xsat,i , and temperature, T,
can be calculated for the system considered with Eq. (13) [55].
(
)
Eg
Gi = kg ⋅(Si - 1)ng exp −
(13)
RT
with kg = 8.43 x106 ms− 1 , ng = 2.47, Eg = 76.74 kJmol− 1 i = D-Asn⋅H2O,
L-Asn⋅H2O
The above given properties will be used in the following sections,
first as input data for process modeling and simulations (Section 5) and
then for designing and interpreting experiments (Section 6).
5. Process model and simulations
In this section we will introduce a 1D model of the process described,
which will be used to evaluate the sensitivity of essential parameters.
Simulation studies will illustrate the periodic product withdrawal
strategy and describe the impact of the crystallizer geometry.
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volumetric feed flowrate and sensor positions, were chosen in agree
ment with the successful preliminary experimental study [50]. They are
listed in Table 1. The value of the liquid fraction ∊desired at the sensor
position hS was selected in accordance with visual observations made in
the experiments.
The required physical–chemical model parameter values are avail
able from previous studies [52,55] as summarized in Section 4. Pa
rameters related to the performance of the mill and heat transfer
coefficients were estimated as described in Appendix A and are sum
marized in Table A1.
In a first attempt, this “Reference case” was simulated for the two
crystallizers used in the previous experimental study [50]. Hereby, the
slightly differing geometrical parameters are specific for each crystal
lizer as listed in Appendix B (Table B1). The slight deviations are due to
unavoidable small differences in manufacturing the two glass vessels.
These two crystallizers are designated below as Cref-D and Cref-L, to
designate the specific enantiomer seeded and produced.
Fig. 3shows simulation results of the “Reference case” for Cref-L after
reaching the cyclic steady state. Shown are four snapshots of the particle
number size density at different time instants of one operation cycle. The
upper left one shows the crystal distribution immediately before the
product withdrawal. One can see that the fluidized bed just reaches up to
the sensor, hS . Above the sensor, the fluid is nearly crystal free. Product
is withdrawn when the volume fraction of the liquid at the sensor po
sition falls below the specified value ∊desired that triggers the sensor. The
upper right diagram contains the crystal distribution immediately after
the product withdrawal. The crystals bed above HProd +Δhp has dropped
at this instant by Δhp ≈0.13 m.
The lower left diagram shows the crystal distribution roughly in the
middle of the periodic cycle. Gradually, crystals of medium size accu
mulate again in the vicinity above the product outlet position, Δhp .
Finally, the lower right diagram contains the crystal distribution
immediately before the next product withdrawal. The duration of the
cycle, Δt, for this “Reference case” is equal to 1.7 h. Each product
withdrawal causes crystals located above the withdrawal point to move
instantaneously downward, thus remaining in the crystallizer.

Table 1
Parameters of the “Reference case” used in the simulations with the 1D model
(according to the equations summarized in Appendix A). The position of the
upper photo sensor, hS , is indicated as the distance to the position of the product
outlet, HProd (which varies slightly for each crystallizer).
Operating parameters
Crystallization Temperature
Saturation Temperature
Liquid phase inlet concentrations
Volumetric feed flowrate

Tcryst

30 ◦ C

Tsat

35 ◦ C

cLin = cDin

1
0.0454 kgsolute kg−solution

V̇in

12 Lh−

1

Parameters of the periodic product withdrawal
Upper sensor position
Distance between both sensors
Desired fraction of fluid aths

hS − Hprod
ΔhS
∊desired

0.155 m
0.120 m
0.9

HProd +Δhp just moves downwards over the length Δhp . In a last step, the
top part of the crystallizer, which is now empty in the model, has to be
refilled. This is done by filling up the empty top segment of the crys
tallizer with pure liquid possessing the inlet composition. Assuming that
there are hardly any crystals in the top part of the crystallizer is a
reasonable assumption, which is confirmed by the simulations. Choosing
the right liquid composition in the crystallizer top part is more difficult,
and the assumptions made may deviate from reality. However, due to
the plug flow like behavior, the liquid composition at the top has a
negligible effect on the overall behavior of the crystallizer.
The complete set of model equations, additional parameters and
information regarding the numerical solution are provided in Appendix
A.
5.2. Simulation results and parameter study
5.2.1. Simulation of the reference case
A first set of calculations was performed for a “Reference case”. The
corresponding operating parameters, temperatures, inlet concentration,

Fig. 3. Simulated number size densities n(h, L, t) for
the parameters corresponding to the “Reference
case” and the crystallizer Cref-L. The figure shows
four snapshots illustrating the location of different
sizes of crystals within the crystallizer covering a
period of 1.7 h: Immediately before product removal,
immediately after product removal, at a later time
point during the cycle, and finally at the end of the
cycle (right before the next product removal). Model
equations in Appendix A. Parameters in Section 4,
Table 1 and Appendix A (Table A1).
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Fig. 4. Results of sensitivity analysis for the “Reference case” (considering Cref-L, parameters presented in Section 4, Table 1 and Appendix A Table A1). The
parameters are ordered according to the magnitude of their effect on the objective function OF 1 . Objective Functions OF 1 (Eq. (15)); OF 1,200 (Eq. (16)), for crystals
larger thanx = 200μm), OF 2 (Eq. (17)).

5.2.2. Process sensitivity with respect to essential model parameters
The relevance of the model parameters was studied performing a
local sensitivity analysis. The objective of the study was two-fold. On the
one hand, the analysis was made to help identifying which model pa
rameters have to be adjusted carefully to measurements, and for which
parameters rough estimates are good enough in order to obtain a pre
dictive model. On the other hand, the sensitivity study helps to find out,
which operation and design parameters have a strong effect on the key
performance parameters as productivity, yield, and particle size (Eqs.
(3), (4) and (7)).
To assess the parameter influences, a normalized sensitivity function
was used that is defined as the approximate percentage change in an
objective function for a fixed change in a certain parameter, pj . As a fixed
change, an increase of 10% in each parameter studied was evaluated,
keeping all other parameters constant. This leads to the following defi
nition of the sensitivity Skj used:
⃒
ΔOF k ⃒⃒
Skj =
⃒ , where Δpj = pnominal
− pj = 0.1pnominal
(14)
j
j
Δpj ⃒

Furthermore, it is instructive to evaluate the mean crystal size (Eq.
(7)):
OF 2 = L3

Another objective function, which also evaluates fractions of larger
crystals in the product, will be discussed in Section 7 in the context of a
more detailed model of the crystallizer.
In order to evaluate the influence of relevant parameters on process
performance a normalized sensitivity is instructive.
Skjnorm =

In the above formula, OFk is the process performance parameter or
objective function under consideration. The following objective func
tions were considered:
(15)

Thus, this objective function is the mass based productivity defined
in Eq. (3). If only crystals larger than a specific threshold size x are
considered another objective function can be determined:
OF 1,x = Prx

ΔOF k OF ref
/ k
Δpj pref
j

(18)

Normalized sensitivities are illustrated in Fig. 4 for the three objec
tive functions given in Eqs. (15)–(17). Keeping the standard parameters
of the “Reference case”, the following parameters are evaluated indi
vidually: a) particle density, ρsolid , fluid density, ρliquid , and particle
sphericity, Ψ, because they affect the movement of the crystals in the
liquid; b) the screening size of the mill, Lc , and the number of daughter
crystals created during breakage in the mill, p, because they determine
the amount and the size of the seed crystals; c) the heat transfer coef
ficient between crystallizer and coolant, αcool ; d) the liquid volume
threshold fraction ∊desired as measure for triggering the light sensor (Eq.
(A.9)); and finally as adjustable operating parameters, e) inlet concen
tration, cLin , and volumetric feed flowrate, V̇ in . Among these parameters,
the inlet liquid concentration, cDin = cLin , was found to have the strongest
effect on the chosen objective functions, which is not surprising, because
it immediately changes the supersaturation of the solution. The volu
metric feed flowrate determines for given fluid and solid density the
movement of the crystals relative to the liquid flow. Fig. 4 shows that the

k∕
=j

OF 1 = Pr

(17)

(16)

Fig. 5. Influence of the upper sensor position, hS , on
a) the productivity, Pr (Eq. (3)), b) mean product
crystal size, L3 (Eq. (7)), and c) the product crystal
size distribution, q3 (Eq. (6)), with their respective
mean values and standard deviations. Three product
crystal size distributions are given for the sensor
positions, hS (blue, 0.488; green, 0.603; red, 0.813
m). The sensor position,hS , of the “Reference case” is
indicated (Ref.). The height of the withdrawn
segment (Δhp , Fig. 1) is equal 85 mm for all simu
lations. Shown simulation results correspond to
crystallizer Cref-L. (For interpretation of the refer
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the “Reference geometry” (i.e. Cref-L, black rings) and the “Adjusted geometry” (i.e. Cadj-L, blue triangles). Given are a) the mean
product crystal size, L3 (Eq. (7)), b) the productivity, Pr (Eq. (3)), and c) the yield, Y (Eq. (4)), as a function of the empty tube velocity (Eq. (A.8)). Parameters of the
withdrawal strategy were chosen in accordance to the experiments evaluated below in Section 6, hS − HProd = 0.265m and Δhp = 0.085m. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

solid and fluid density affect the productivity and crystal size even
stronger than the volumetric feed flowrate. Hence, these physical
properties have to be accurately chosen by measurements. The liquid
fraction ∊desired is a measure for the sensitivity of the upper sensor (S1,
Fig. 1), which triggers the product removal. It has also a significant ef
fect on the three objective functions. The critical length of the crystals
selected, Lc (Eq. (A.12)), hardly changes the productivity, but can clearly
be used to adjust the mean product crystal size.
The results shown in Fig. 4 are considered to be helpful for selecting
sensitive variables for a numerical process optimization, which is subject
of our future work.

Table 2
Features of the seven runs conducted. Varied process conditions are the crys
tallizer geometry, the volumetric feed flowrate, V̇ in , and the product withdrawal
strategy. The latter is defined by the distance between both photo sensors, ΔhS ,
and the position of the upper photo sensor hS . (Fig. 1) indicated as the distance to
the position of the product outlet, HProd (which varies slightly for each crystal
lizer). Each listed operating point was generated within both crystallizers of the
pilot plant (except for Run 3 where dissimilar ΔhS were applied for the two
crystallizers with “Adjusted geometry”, Cadj-D and Cadj-L). In all runs the
crystallization temperature, Tcryst , was 30 ◦ C and the saturation temperature,
Tsat , 35 ◦ C.
Goal of
experiments

5.2.3. Model based analysis of the influence of the sensor positions
After specifying a separation problem, the crystallizer geometry and
suitable operating parameters are of key interest. Before considering the
effect of the former, in this section we will focus on the product with
drawal strategy, in particular the position of the upper sensor, hS . This
position is crucial for the finally established periodic operation regime.
It can be varied with moderate effort.
When the sensor position hS is lifted up above the position of the
“Reference case” (Table 1), it is observed that the time between two
withdrawals decreases. This corresponds to a higher harvesting fre
quency increasing the productivity, Pr (Fig. 5a). Also the simulated
mean product crystal size, L3 (Eq. (7)), depends on the sensor position
(Fig. 5b). One can see that a higher sensor position tends to generate
larger product crystals, although the effect on the mean crystal size is not
as strong as on the productivity. As the product crystal size is important
for many applications, it is worthwhile having a closer look on the
crystal size distribution for different sensor positions. Fig. 5c depicts the
product crystal size distributions for three different sensor positions. As
can be seen, for higher sensor positions, the product crystal size distri
bution is favorably sharpened and moves towards larger product crys
tals, which should be preferable in most applications. The sensor
position is of course limited by the maximal height of the crystallizer.
From the simulation results presented, it can be concluded that the
sensor triggering the product withdrawal should be preferably placed at
high positions.

Run

Crystallizer
geometry

V̇ in
[L/h]

Study of
periodic
product
withdrawal
strategy

1

reference

12

2

reference

12

Periodic
product
withdrawal
strategy for
adjusted
crystallizer
geometry

3

adjusted

25.6

Influence of
the
crystallizer
geometry

4

adjusted

5

adjusted

6

reference

7

reference

21.6
26
26
30.3
10
12
12
14

Withdrawal strategy
hS − HProd [m]

ΔhS [m]

0.155
0.265
0.435
0.155
0.435
0.635

0.120
0.066
0.066
0.120
0.066
0.066
CadjD

CadjL

0.155
0.265
0.355

0.120
0.075
0.075

0.120
0.230
0.320

0.265

0.075

0.265

0.075

0.265

0.066

0.265

0.066

productivity. This “Adjusted geometry” has a larger opening angle, a
larger diameter of the cylindrical section and a shorter total height. The
geometrical parameters of the two newly manufactured crystallizers
with “Adjusted geometry” (designated below as Cadj-D and Cadj-L) are
provided in Appendix B (Table B1).
A comparison of the two geometries based on simulation results
using again the model introduced in Section 5 is shown in Fig. 6. The
essential modified parameter was the volumetric feed flowrate,
expressed as the empty tube velocity (Eq. (A.8)). To allow for correct
operation, this has to be in different ranges for the two different
geometries

5.2.4. Model based analysis of the influence of the crystallizer geometry
In a previous study, another model was already used to compare two
different crystallizer geometries [59]. The geometry discussed above
corresponds to the two crystallizers of the previous experimental study
[47,50] (introduced as Cref-D and Cref-L). It will be designated below as
“Reference geometry”. In [59] a modified crystallizer geometry (below
designated as “Adjusted geometry”) was suggested for higher
8
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Fig. 7. Mean steady-state crystal size dis
tributions,q3 , (Eq. (9)) with their respective mean
values and standard deviations (a), productivities,
Pr, yields, Y (b), and mean product crystal size, L3
(c), for four different product withdrawal strategies,
which mainly differ regarding the position of the
upper photo sensor, hS (black, 0.475; blue, 0.585;
green, 0.755; red, 0.955m). The distance between
both photo sensors is ΔhS = 0.066m (except for the
“Reference case”, ΔhS = 0.120m, black). Given re
sults are from Cref-D (Runs 1, 2). Theoretical results
corresponding to the process model (Section 5.2.3.)
are given as dotted lines in (b) and (c). (For inter
pretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

A larger empty tube velocity results in larger product crystals, albeit
at the price of reduced productivity and yield. It was found, as already
mentioned in the previous study [59], that the “Adjusted geometry”
should be capable of improving the performance in terms of produc
tivity. More specifically, for the “Adjusted geometry” slightly smaller
crystals are provided combined with higher productivity and lower
yield. Based on these theoretical results, experimental investigations
with the “Adjusted geometry” were planned and realized.

5.2.4). These adjusted crystallizers, designated as Cadj-D and Cadj-L,
differ from the crystallizers with “Reference geometry”, designated as
Cref-D and Cref-L, with respect to the opening angles of the conical
sections and the heights and radii of the cylindrical sections. The
measured dimensions of all four crystallizers are provided in Appendix B
(Table B1).
Besides testing the new “Adjusted geometry”, the series of Run 3 was
conducted to test the new pair of crystallizers applying different product
withdrawal strategies. As the best compromise between productivity
and robustness was found hS − HProd = 0.265m and ΔhS = 0.075m,
which then was used in the next runs.
Runs 4–7 aimed to compare the “Reference geometry” and the
“Adjusted geometry” and to evaluate, whether the “Adjusted geometry”
has really the potential to improve the productivity. Since the size dis
tribution of the crystals fluidized influences the productivity [50], it was
intended to compare both geometries at similar product crystal sizes.
Thus, the volumetric feed flowrates were adjusted appropriately to
achieve in both geometries similar empty tube velocities of the liquid
phase at the height of the product outlet, HProd (uempty tube , Eq. (A.8)).

6. Demonstration of enantioselective fluidized bed
crystallization
As mentioned above results of a preliminary experimental study of
the process were available evaluating the influence of supersaturation,
crystallization temperature and volumetric feed flowrate [50]. The re
sults of this study also confirmed, that steady-state operation can be
reached and the separation results were very well reproducible. Based
on the theoretical results reported in the previous section, new sys
tematic separation experiments performed in the course of the current
study were focused on investigating more specifically the influence and
the potential of the periodic product withdrawal strategy (Section 6.2)
and the crystallizer geometry (Section 6.3). These experiments were also
performed to validate the process model introduced in Section 5.

Therefore, the series of Runs 4 and 5 were conducted at V̇ in =21.6, 26.0
and 30.3L/h in the crystallizers with “Adjusted geometry”, Runs 6 and 7
respectively at V̇ in =10, 12 and 14L/h in the crystallizers with the
“Reference geometry”.
The achievement of high purity of the solid product harvested, which
is the first essential process goal of enantioseparations, was checked by
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a selective chiral
stationary phase. The solid phase identity was confirmed applying X-ray
powder diffraction (XRPD). A summary of the analytical methods used is
given in Appendix C.

6.1. Procedures and preliminary separation experiments
Altogether seven separation experiments were carried out (Runs
1–7) applying identical procedures and using the same analytical tech
niques as in [50] (see Appendix C). Table 2 lists the essential features of
these experiments along with the specific process conditions.
The series of Runs 1 and 2 were directed to study the influence of the
product withdrawal strategy. This strategy is defined by two process
conditions. First, by the position of the upper photo sensor (hS , Fig. 1),
which is equal to the maximal height of the fluidized bed. Second, by the
distance between both photo sensors (ΔhS , Fig. 1), and thus, the volume
withdrawn per cycle. The withdrawal strategy of the previous study
(“Reference case”, [50]) is defined by ΔhS = 0.120m and hS − HProd =
0.155m (see Table 1). This strategy was tested as first operation point of
Runs 1 and 2, after which a good agreement with [50] was found.
Subsequently, new positions of the two photo sensors were tested. In
particular, the height of the upper photo sensor, hS , was increased
stepwise, to alter hereby the height of the crystal bed. Preliminary ex
periments increasing ΔhS caused unbeneficial effects in terms of process
performance and process robustness. Consequently, ΔhS was reduced to
0.066m.
To investigate the influence of the crystallizer geometry, Runs 3, 4
and 5 were conducted in two new specially manufactured crystallizers,
which exhibit the above mentioned “Adjusted geometry” (Section

6.2. Influence of parameters of the product withdrawal strategy
The periodic product withdrawal strategy is defined by two process
parameters, the position of the upper photo sensor (hS , Fig. 1) and the
distance between both photo sensors (ΔhS , Fig. 1). The influence of the
first mentioned parameter, hS , is discussed in the following Section
6.2.1. The observed influences of the second parameter, ΔhS , are pre
sented in Section 6.2.2.
6.2.1. Influence of bed height and upper sensor position
Along the first two experiments (Runs 1 and 2, Table 2), four oper
ation points were investigated at their cyclic steady-state. These four
operation points mainly differed regarding the position of the upper
photo sensor, hS , and thus differ regarding the height of the fluidized
crystal bed. Fig. 7 depicts for each strategy the mean product crystal size
distribution with their respective mean values and standard deviations
(a), the steady-state productivities and yields (b), and the steady-state
mean product crystal size (c).
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Fig. 8. Productivity, Pr (a), time window between two withdrawals, Δt (b), and standard deviation of the product crystal size distribution,sL3 (c), over the position of
the upper photo sensor, hS . The results are from Run 3 for Cadj-L (blue triangles), where the distance between both photo sensors, ΔhS , increases with hS , and for
Cadj-D (black triangles), where ΔhS decreases with hS . The “Reference case” conducted within both crystallizers is indicated as dotted lines. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

As shown in Fig. 7a and c, the product crystal size increases signifi
cantly with increasing crystal bed height, from 290 to 323 and 345 to
382 µm. One reason is that with increasing crystal bed height, the
residence time of the product crystals increases. For the conditions of the
“Reference case”, almost all crystals above the product outlet are
withdrawn. Consequently, the residence time of the product crystals,
after they started to settle, is approximately one cycle time. This differs
from the strategy with highest crystal bed, where the residence time of
the settling product crystals could be five times the cycle time or even
more. Thus, the crystals have more time to grow which results in larger
product crystals. Consequently, the local void fractions are decreasing
due to force balance and the fluidized bed gets more compact. At the
largest crystal bed height and thus lowest void fraction, the standard
deviation of 79 µm is significantly higher than at the other crystal bed
heights. This observation leads to the assumption that the void fraction
influences the movement of the fluidized crystals and thus the dynamics
and the selectivity of the size classifying effect.
As depicted in Fig. 7b, the crystal bed height shows strong im
provements in terms of productivity and yield. In particular, the pro
ductivity of the “Reference case” (Pr = 30 − 40g/L/h, confirming [50])
was doubled or even tripled by increasing the crystal bed height. An
explanation for the increase is that despite the presence of larger par
ticles the overall crystal surface and, thus, the overall crystallization rate
is increased through the enlarged crystal number within the higher and

more compact crystal bed. Further, the enlarged number of crystals,
which grow and move towards the milling bypass, results in an enlarged
number of seed crystals and hence, accelerate the preferential crystal
lization of the target enantiomer.
Unwanted nucleation of the counter enantiomer was observed after
short operation time during Run 2 with the largest crystal bed height.
Increased nucleation probability can be attributed to the selective
depletion of the feeding solution, i.e. the yield (Fig. 7b). Hence, the
process is limited by an exploitable upper border with respect to hS .
As predicted by the simulations described in Section 5 the periodic
product withdrawal strategy, in particular the height of the fluidized
bed, have a significant influence on the resulting product crystal sizes
and provide a large potential to optimize the process productivity. In
this particular case study, productivities of up to 90 g/L/h were reached
(Fig. 7b), which is far above the before mentioned benchmark value of
20 g/L/h (Section 2.1).
6.2.2. Influence of the distance between the two sensors
It was observed in preliminary experiments that increasing the dis
tance between the two photo sensors, ΔhS , and, thus, collecting with
lower frequency in each withdrawal step larger volumes, did not offer
beneficial effects in terms of process performance and robustness. This
trend was further evaluated in Run 3, where different sets of ΔhS and hS
were tested. As a function of hS are shown in Fig. 8: (a) the obtained

Fig. 9. Mean product crystal size, L3 (a), productivities, Pr (b), and yields, Y (c), over the empty tube velocity at the height of the product outlet, uempty tube (Eq. (A.8)).
Given are results for Cref-L with “Reference geometry” (Runs 6 and 7, black rings), and for Cadj-L with “Adjusted geometry” (Runs 4 and 5, blue triangles). The
results of the process model (see Fig. 6) are depicted for both geometries as dotted lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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productivity, Pr, (b) the time interval between two withdrawals, Δt, and
(c) the standard deviation of the product crystal size distribution, sL3 .
For the crystallizer Cadj-L (blue data), ΔhS increases with hS , whereas for
the crystallizer Cadj-D (black data) ΔhS decreases with hS .
As visualized in Fig. 8a, the Pr increases with hS as reported in pre
vious sections (Sections 5.2.3 and 6.2.1.) although the productivity
enhancement is for Cadj-L lower than for Cadj-D with reduced ΔhS . The
origin for this can be explained considering Fig. 8b. The time interval
between two withdrawals increases significantly with ΔhS due to the
enlarged accumulations of the crystal bed. These enlarged accumula
tions reduce the time averaged crystal number and crystal surface,
which causes a lower Pr. A further influence can be seen in Fig. 8c. The
product crystals produced at high ΔhS exhibits significant broader
crystal size distributions. Thus, the enlarged withdrawn volume coun
teracts the selectivity of the size classifying effect. Another unwanted
effect of an increased ΔhS is related to process robustness. If a volume of
certain size is withdrawn in a short period of time, the level of the so
lution drops in the tubular crystallizers. The subsequent evaporation of
the solvent film at the crystallizer walls could cause nucleation of the
counter-enantiomer and, thus, reduce the purity.
In summary, ΔhS , i.e. the distance between the two sensors, should
be within the range of practical feasibility kept as small as possible to
improve the process in terms of productivity, width of product crystal
size distribution and process robustness. The limit situation of ΔhS = 0
corresponds to a fully continuous product withdrawal, connected with a
minimal continuous outlet suspension flowrate. Such small two-phase
flows are difficult to realize and control.

at the height of the product outlet, uempty tube (Eq. (A.8)). Fig. 9 depicts the
obtained steady-state mean crystal sizes (a), steady-state productivities
(b) and steady-state yields (c) over uempty tube for both crystallizer
geometries.
As shown in Fig. 9a, the new crystallizers with “Adjusted geometry”
produce significantly smaller product crystals evaluating situations with
similar empty tube velocities at the product outlet position. Evaluating
the empty tube velocities along the whole crystallizer height leads to an
explanation for these smaller product crystals. At the crystallizer inlet,
the empty tube velocity of the “Adjusted geometry” is 17% lower than
that of the “Reference geometry” despite the higher volumetric feed
flowrates. Thus, the critical crystal size for the comminuting bypass is
smaller for the “Adjusted geometry”, which consequently affects the
whole crystal population. Regarding the classifying effect, there was no
apparent trend of the standard deviations. All values scatter in a com
mon range of 49–73 µm. However, both crystallizer geometries yield
solid product with exceptional narrow crystal size distributions
compared to stirred crystallizers.
As illustrated in Fig. 9b, in agreement wit the expectations, the
“Adjusted geometry” provides consistently higher productivities than
the crystallizers with “Reference geometry” operated at same empty
tube velocity. It can be assumed that a reason for this higher produc
tivity is the presence of significantly smaller fluidized crystals charac
terized by a larger specific crystal surface. Considering this, one can
compare both geometries at same crystal size. Such a comparison shows
for product crystal sizes of 300 µm that the productivity of the “Adjusted
geometry” is Pr = 70g/L/h and, thus, slightly higher than the corre
sponding one of the “Reference geometry”, Pr = 60g/L/h. The obtained
yields within the “Adjusted geometry” for the same crystal size is 20%
and hence significantly smaller than the respective one of the “Reference
geometry” (35%). The lower exploitation of the solution can be attrib
uted to the higher feed throughput of the “Adjusted geometry”.
In summary, the comparison shows that for a desired product crystal
size the crystallizers with the “Adjusted geometry” achieve higher pro
ductivities with lower yields. Operation at lower yields provides
improved process robustness, since the selective depletion of the feeding
solution increases the nucleation probability of the unwanted
enantiomer.
From the results shown in Figs. 7 and 9 it can be furthermore
concluded, that the rather simple model introduced in Section 5 is well
capable to describe the most essential process features on a qualitative
and partly quantitative basis and helps identifying suitable operating
conditions. However, Fig. 9 also reveals model deficits. To overcome
them there are various strategies available to further improve the
agreement between simulation and reality. One possibility is to identify
the values of uncertain parameters from the measurement data. As the
number of uncertain model parameters is quite high and the model with
only one space and one property coordinate is rather complicated (the
discretized model consists of about 20,000 ordinary differential equa
tions), this is a non-trivial task. It is expected that after an improved
parameter identification, the process model will be a reliable tool for
process optimization and control. Nevertheless, one must concede that
in the model used the fluid dynamics of the process are not considered in
detail. A thorough understanding of the interactions between liquid flow
and particle movement, which is a pre-requisite for more reliable opti
mizations of the crystallizer geometry, requires a more detailed model.
Such a model is introduced and applied in the following section.

6.3. Influence of crystallizer geometry
To compare the two crystallizer geometries studied theoretically in
Section 5.2.4. and to further prove the optimization potential, both
crystallizer geometries were investigated at different volumetric feed
flowrates. Therefore, Runs 4 and 5 studied the “Adjusted geometry”
(larger opening angle/shorter cylindrical section) at V̇ in = 21.6, 26.0
and 30.3 L/h and Runs 6 and 7 the “Reference geometry” at V̇ in = 10, 12
and 14 L/h. As described before, these volumetric feed flowrates assure,
that both geometries operated at the same range of empty tube velocities

7. CFD-DEM-based geometry optimization
The strength of the discussed one-dimensional simulations based on
the reduced model described in Section 5 is the associated short
computational time, which is compatible with the requirement of pro
cess control. However, an obvious limitation is that the results do not
provide detailed information about the hydrodynamics and the CSD.

Fig. 10. CFD-DEM computational results for one of the crystallizer geometries
after 60 s physical time. Left: Crystal particles resulted from the DEM simulation
scaled according their size (magnified for better visibility.) Darker colors
represent larger crystal sizes. Right: Liquid flow velocity magnitude obtained
from the CFD simulation.
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Fig. 11. An enhanced scatter-plot matrix represents 120 individual crystallizer configurations with the corresponding objective function OF3 and the three
geometrical design variables. These variables are illustrated by histograms in the main diagonal and all possible combinations of them are shown in the upper right
part of the matrix. Fit-curves are also plotted for the scatter-plots. The corresponding linear regression values are provided in the lower left part of the matrix.

Detailed CFD-DEM models (CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics; DEM:
Discrete Element Method) can identify the CSD within the crystallizer
along with the velocity profile. However, the associated computational
effort is too high to simulate the entire process involving millions of
crystals over a long process time. Thus, the advanced models can
currently not fully replace the one-dimensional simulations. However,
they can provide supplementary information.
An overview of more detailed models for describing the particleladen flows has been given by [74] with particular emphasis on CFDDEM simulations. In this model, all interactions that can occur be
tween fluid and particles are taken into account [75]. Due to the strong
increase in computer performance in recent decades, CFD-DEM become
feasible for numerous applications [73,82–84].
To extend process understanding and to get more detailed insight a
validated CFD-DEM model is applied [71]. In the DEM part, a softsphere
approach is used with the correlations of [76] and [77], in which the
DEM parameters are calibrated analogous to the procedure of [80] and
[81]. The drag force that the fluid exerts on the particles is represented
by the model of [79]. In principle, simple growth kinetics for the crystals
can be specified in the DEM computation. Since the crystals would grow
less than 1 μm in the short realizable time window of 60 s, growth is
neglected in the presented simulations. Spherical particles are assumed
in the CFD-DEM model since a separate study showed only negligible
differences in the fluidization behavior compared to non-spherical
crystals (designed as so-called particle bonds) in which considerably
longer computation times were required. The CFD-DEM simulations are
carried out with the open-source software CFDEMcoupling (coupling of
OpenFOAM for CFD and LIGGGHTS for DEM) [78]. The fully automatic

evolutionary geometry optimization is realized using our in-house
software OPAL++ [70,72].
In order to perform an evolutionary optimization the computing time
for a single individual should be kept relatively short, typically less than
a day. Therefore, it was necessary to find a compromise between number
of simulated particles and simulated physical time. The complete threedimensional crystallization would require huge computational efforts in
an optimization study; therefore, a CFD-DEM model based on a twodimensional clip is developed and applied, as illustrated in Fig. 10.
These CFD-DEM numerical simulations are fully automatically
controlled by our in-house optimization library (OPAL++).
The computational geometry of the crystallization is parametrized by
three design variables: the heights H1 and H2 and the radius R2 (see
Fig. 1). They were considered to be bound by the following intervals:
H1 ∊[0.5; 1.0m], H2 ∊[0.2; 0.7m] , R2 ∊[0.015; 0.025m].
The radius R1 was kept in this first optimization study constant at
0.0075 m and, thus, close to the values applied in the experimental
study. Since the process performance is influenced by the variation of
the operating conditions, the volumetric flowrate and the height of the
product outlet nozzle were kept during the optimization constant and
also close to the experimental situation (V̇ in = 9L/h and HProd =
0.545m).
As discussed above, important objectives of the crystallization pro
cess investigated are to:
• achieve high purity of the product
• improve productivity and yield (Eqs. (3) and (4))
• obtain a desired crystal size distribution (CSD).
In this analysis using a computationally expensive CFD-DEM
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approach as the objective function, only the position of the product
outlet is considered, where the samples were taken in a few selected time
instants. The aim of the simulations performed was to optimize the CSD
of the product in such a way that the largest possible number of crystals
with a narrow size distribution can be withdrawn. Therefore, the num
ber of crystals in the product with a large diameter (L > 45μm) should be
maintained. Due to the classifying effect of the conical section, crystals
with larger diameter (here L > 266μm) sink into the lower part of the
crystallizer. For this reason they are not taken into account. The ob
tained particle distributions are combined in the following to be maxi
mized objective function OF3 , where 6 different time snapshots are
considered at the end of the simulated process time in every 4 s.

our in-house optimization software environment OPAL++ and coupled
CFD-DEM simulations. In future investigations the optimized configu
rations will be investigated by experiments. Further numerical studies
could incorporate the withdrawal strategy and further design variables,
such as a modified height of the product outlet nozzle, modified volu
metric flowrate, etc.
These first theoretical results of the detailed model and the tools
developed are considered to be helpful for further optimizing the ge
ometry and finding hydrodynamically critical positions of the conical
shaped fluidized bed crystallizer and the process conditions.

Ni (L > 45μm)
OF 3 =
→max, with i = 1, ⋯, 6
Nges,i

We reported the current state of the art regarding continuous enan
tioselective crystallization of conglomerate forming systems applying
preferential crystallization using two coupled conical shaped fluidized
bed crystallizers. After reviewing the literature regarding
crystallization-based enantioseparation it was successfully demon
strated that the process concept is applicable to efficiently resolve a
racemic mixture. Exploiting a simple to implement periodic product
withdrawal strategy the process provides for the resolution of the en
antiomers of asparagine monohydrate an unprecedented high produc
tivity reaching almost Pr = 100g/L/h. This exceeds significantly the
current benchmark of Prmax = 20g/L/h.
A spatially one-dimensional model described in this paper has been
shown to possess good predictive capabilities and is seen as a strong tool
for process design and optimization. It was applied to generate
instructive predictions quantifying in particular a very promising peri
odic product withdrawal strategy. The effect of the geometry of the
conically shaped crystallizers was evaluated as another very important
degree of freedom. Regarding this aspect as an extension of the 1D
model a detailed CFD-DEM based model was developed and first results
are presented.
Finally, we would like to mention, that recently another successful
application of the investigated process principle was achieved in
resolving the two enantiomers of guaifenesin. Features of this more
challenging system are the closer densities of solid and liquid phases and
slower growth rates of needle-like crystals. In a future manuscript, we
will compare these results with available results of batch-wise crystal
lization of guaifenesin reported in [34].

8. Conclusions and outlook

(19)

The computational mesh used in the simulations was created for all
the considered cases fully automatically using ANSYS ICEMCFD (ANSYS
Inc., Canonsburg, USA). 120 individual CFD-DEM numerical simulations
are performed for all the considered cases. The optimization software
environment based on by OPAL++ is basically designed for multiobjective optimization, but single-objective optimization (as in this
case) can be realized as well. An important part of the optimization
process is the definition of the evaluation chain for the individual. After
a new generation has been created, the following procedure is carried
out for all individuals which correspond to different crystallizer
geometries:
1. Prepare a simulation setup and send the information to one of the
computer nodes for evaluation.
2. Assemble an ICEMCFD-script with the corresponding design
variables.
3. Produce a computational mesh in ICEMCFD and check its quality.
4. Implementation of the coupled CFD-DEM simulation.
5. Calculation of the objective function.
The objective function OF3 and the three geometric design variables,
H1 , H2 and R2 , are depicted in condensed form in Fig. 11 using an
enhanced scatter-plot matrix. 120 individual configurations are
considered representing different geometries. In the main diagonal the
frequency distributions for given parameters are represented by histo
grams. Individual scatter-plots of all the possible combinations are
depicted in a matrix structure in the upper right part. They represent all
the possible two-dimensional projections of the considered fourdimensional distribution. In Fig. 11 is shown furthermore a fit-curve
for the scatter-plots to visualize a linear correlation between these var
iables. The corresponding linear regression value is also given in the
corresponding part in the lower left part of the matrix. The font size of
these values is scaled according to their values, where the strongest
linear correlation is shown by the largest font-size.
The strongest linear correlation is obtained for the objective value
and the height H1 . The second largest correlation can be found for the
objective value and the radius R2 . This geometric optimization suggests
relatively high H1 values and possibly larger radius R2 for the considered
objective function. It can be observed that individuals with particularly
good objective function are achieved when H1 and R2 have large values.
The objective function considered so far (OF3 , Eq. (19)) seems to be
rather independent of H2 . Based on the results described in Sections
5.2.3 and 6.2.1 there is another trend for the productivity considered as
the objective function (Pr, Eq. (3)).
In summary, a fully automatic optimization has been realized with
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Appendix A. Equations of the process model described in Section 5.1
The process model consists of population balances for the crystals in the crystallizer, component mass balances for the solutes in the liquid phase,
and population balances for the crystals present in the mill. These balances hold for both enantiomers, here for i = D-Asn∙H20, j = L-Asn∙H20. Besides
the coupling of the balances of the two crystallizers there is an additional coupling via the solubilty functions (Eq. (12)) exploited in the specific
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Table A1
Additional parameters used in simulations with the model described in Section 5.1 and in this Appendix A.
Parameters related to the milling process (Eqs. (A.10) and (A.11))
Critical length of crystals

Lc

390μm

Number of daughters from mill

p

10.8

kinetic parameter in breakage distribution function

q

0.2

kinetic parameter in breakage kernel

S0

0.072

Parameters related to the heat transfer (Eqs. (A.13) and (A.14))
heat transfer coefficient

αcool

10 Wm− 2 K−

proportional coefficient for the controller

kp

95

integral coefficient for the controller

ki

0.75

1

Fig. A1. Temperature distribution over crystallizer height. The symbols show measured values at the bottom (Tin ), middle (Tcryst ) and top (Tout ) of the crystallizer.
The line shows the simulated temperature distribution in the crystallizer with the estimated parameters given in Table A1.
x

i/j
supersaturations, Si/j = xsat,i/j
. The model is an extended version of the model presented in [59]. For the sake of simplicity we present the models

equation below without using component specific indices i and j.
Population balance for the particles in the crystallizer
The solid phase in the crystallizer is described by a number size density n(h, L, t) A population balance gives
⃒
⃒
)
( ) ∂n ⃒
∂n⃒
∂(
⃒ + V̇ M ∙(nM (L, t) − n(h, L, t) )∙δ(h − hM )
A(h) ⃒⃒
= −
A(h)∙vp (h, L, t)∙n(h, L, t) − A(h)∙G Si/j
∂h
∂t h,L,t
∂L⃒h,L,t

(A.1)

with boundary conditions
vp (0, L, t)∙n(0, L, t) = 0

(A.2)

⃒
∂n⃒⃒
∂h⃒

(A.3)

=0
h,L,t

( )
G Si/j ∙n(h, 0, t) = B(Si/j )

(A.4)

and initial conditions
(A.5)

n(h, L, 0) = n0 (h, L)

The first term on the right side of Eq. (A.1) describes the convective transport of particles with a velocity vp (h, L, t). A(h) is the cross sectional area of
the crystallizer. The second term stands for crystal growth with rate G(Si/j ). The third term describes the mass exchange with the mill. Hereby hM

denotes the position of the exchange; V̇ M is the volumetric flow to and from the mill and nM (L, t) is the number size density of the particles in the mill.
The equation and the parameters used to quantify the growth rates G were already introduced above. The rate law used has the following structure
(Eq. (13)):
(
)n
Eg
G(Si/j ) = kg ∙ Si/j (T) − 1 g exp(−
)
R∙T

(A.6)

where Si/j (T) is the mentioned component (D or L) and temperature dependent supersaturation.
The nucleation rate B is incorporated via the boundary condition (Eq. (A.4)). Since the process is operated in a metastable zone the impact of this
term is rather small. The nucleation rate was quantified using a similar expression as Eq. (A.6) with parameters estimated based on induction times
observed in classical batch experiments.
Mass balance for the solute in the liquid phase
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The mass balances for the enantiomers in the liquid phase of the crystallizer read
⃒
⃒
∫∞
∫∞
) ρ
∂
∂(
∂n ⃒ π 3
ρ
∂n ⃒ π 3
A(h) (∊(h, t)c(h, t) = −
A(h)∙G ⃒⃒
A(h)∙B ⃒⃒
V̇(h)c(h, t) + solid
L dL + solid
L dL
∂t
∂h
ρliquid 0
∂L h,L,t 6
ρliquid 0
∂L h,L,t 6

(A.7)

To quantify the important effect of the inlet flow rate V̇ in we use also the following velocity:
V̇ in
)
uempty tube = (
A Hprod

(A.8)

The volume fraction of the fluid ∊(x, t) on the left hand-side considers the populations of both enantiomers and is given by
∫∞
∫∞
π
π
∊(h, t) = 1 −
ni (h, Li , t)∙ L3i dLi −
nj (h, L, t)∙ Lj3 dLj
6
6
0
0
Population balance for particles in the mill
Assuming perfect mixing in the disperser [62], the population balance equation for the number size density in the mill reads:
⃒
∫∞
V̇ M
∂nM ⃒⃒
=
b(L, l)Sb (l)nM (l, t)dl − Sb (L)nM (l, t) +
(n(L, t) − nM (L, t))
⃒
∂t L,t
VM
L
The following Hill-Ng breakage distribution function [66,67] is used to quantify b(L, l)
( )3 )r− 1
( )3(q− 1) (
1 L
L
b(L, l) = K
1−
, r = q(p − 1)
l l
l

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.11)

The parameter p is used for the number of daughter fragments after a breakage; q is a sharpness parameter [67]; K is a scaling constant. Exploiting
the Heaviside function H(L − Lc ), the following equation is used for the breakage kernel Sb (L):
(A.12)

Sb (L) = S0 H(L − Lc )

The critical length of the particle Lc is chosen according to experimental observations.
In summary, the model of the mill contains the kinetic parameters p, q and S0 , which are listed together with Lc in Table A1. The procedure applied
for parameter estimation is described in [59].
Energy balance of crystallizer
In order to be able to incorporate into the solution temperature changes during the process the following energy balance equation is solved:
(∫ ∞
))
(
∫∞
(
) ∂T
π
π
∂T
A∊(ρliquid ∙cp liquid ) + A(1 − ∊)ρsolid ∙cp solid
vp,i ni Li3 Li +
vp,j nj L3j Lj
= − V̇∙ρliquid ∙cp liquid − A∙ρsolid ∙cp solid
∂t
6
6
∂h
0
)0
(∫ ∞
∫∞
∂ni π 3
∂nj π 3
− ΔHcryst ∙ρsolid A
G
G
L dL +
L dL
(A.13)
∂Li 6 i i
∂Lj 6 j j
0
0
((
)
∫∞
π
+ V̇ M
ρliquid ∙cp liquid ) + ρsolid ∙cp solid
nM L3 dL (TM − T)δ(h − hM ) + αcool πd(h)(Tcool − T)
6
0
The first line on the right-hand side describes temperature changes due to transport of liquid and particles along the height coordinate.
The second line on the right-hand side describes temperature changes due to heat of crystallization.
The third term quantifies the heat exchange between mill and crystallizer.
The last term describes heat exchange between crystallizer and a coolant of specified temperature Tcool using a heat transfer coefficientαcool . In the
experiments a PI feedback controller was used to keep the temperature in the middle of the crystallizer at a desired value, Tcryst .
∫t
(
)
Tcool = kp Tcryst − Ti + ki
(Tcryst − Ti )dt
(A.14)
•
•
•
•

0

Thus additional model parameters are the proportional and integral coefficients of the temperature controller applied, namely kp and ki . These
parameters were adjusted to match experimentally observed temperature. An example for a comparison between simulated and experimentally
determined axial temperature profiles is shown in Fig. A1. The additionally determined parameters used in the simulations are summarized in
Table A1.
The numerical solution of the set of model equations is similar to the approaches in [64,65]. Using the method of lines, the model equations are
discretized on a grid with 110 equidistant grid points on the h coordinate and 100 equidistant grid points on the L coordinate. The periodical steady
state solutions are obtained by a time integration of the resulting ODE system using the initial value problem solver ODE23 implemented in MATLAB
[69]. The integration is stopped when the ratio between the sum of all mass flows across the system boundary and the mass flow into the system, falls
below a threshold of 10− 5 . For test parameter optimization, the CMAES algorithm is used [68].
Appendix B. Variations of crystallizer geometry
Two pairs of crystallizers were experimentally studied (Section 6.3) and simulated via the process model (Section 5.2.4). The first pair of crys
tallizers were manufactured according to the “Reference geometry (Cref-D, Cref-L), and were utilized in previous experimental studies [47,50]. The
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Table B1
Crystallizer dimensions measured (notation as in Fig. 1), the resulting cone opening angle, α, and the total volume, Vtot, of the two crystallizers with “Reference
geometry” (Cref-D, Cref-L) and of the two manufactured new crystallizers with “Adjusted geometry” (Cadj-D, Cadj-L).
Cryst.

Seeds

R1 [m]

R2 [m]

H1 [m]

H2 [m]

Hprod [m]

α [◦ ]

Vtotal [L]

Cref-D
Cref-L
Cadj-D
Cadj-L

D-Asn⋅H2O
L-Asn⋅H2O
D-Asn⋅H2O
L-Asn⋅H2O

0.005636
0.006291
0.009788
0.01027

0.01305
0.01380
0.01882
0.01890

0.456
0.490
0.505
0.510

0.598
0.562
0.259
0.247

0.319
0.335
0.345
0.356

1.87
1.76
2.05
1.94

0.478
0.511
0.665
0.665

second pair are newly manufactured according to the “Adjusted geometry” (Cadj-D, Cadj-L), which was suggested in a previous simulation study [59].
The measured dimensions of the four crystallizers are summarized in Table B1.
Appendix C. Analytical methods applied to characterize the crystalline product
Identical experimental procedures were applied as described in [50]. The withdrawn, filtered, washed and dried product crystals were analyzed via
Table C1
Specifications of the applied analysis methods.
Method

Specification

HPLC

Crownpak CR(+) (4x150 mm, particle size 5 μm) column (Chiral Technologies, France) with Dionex Ultimate 3000 system (Thermo Scientific, Country)). Perchloric
acid/ water (pH = 1) as the eluent. The flow rate, UV wave length, column temperature and injection volume were 0.4 ml/min, 200 nm, 5 ◦ C and 1 µl, respectively.
X’Pert Pro diffractometer (PANalytical GmbH, Germany), 2-theta range of 5-40◦ , step size 0.017◦ , step time 50 s
AS 200 digit, amplitude 1.8 mm, sieving time 20 min, sieve mesh widths: 0, 90, 125, 180, 212, 250, 300, 355, 400, 500, 630, 710, 800 µm (Retsch, Germany)

XRPD
Sieve
analysis

high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) after dissolution of the solid phase, X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) and sieve analysis. Specifi
cations of the methods applied are summarized in Table C1.
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